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icon day

icon day on Wednesday 7 May includes an exciting schedule
of talks and performances in the icon day theatre.

icon experiment

In a space designed by architects FAT, the icon experiment presents
work from some of the world’s most thought-provoking designers.
This is the antidote to home shows, with a daily schedule of
performances, interaction design, animation and special projects.
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10.30am

Breakfast

11am-12pm

The Design Debate
Jurgen Bey & Tony Dunne
versus
Dick Powell & Luke
Pearson

This is a win or lose debate
between four highly
accomplished and respected
designers from opposite
ends of the spectrum. Two
practitioners of so-called
“critical” design – which

explore the medium’s
potential as a kind of
comment on society – will
take on two advocates of
the traditional values of
functional industrial design.

2-3pm

Julia Lohmann
Kelp Construct

Designer Julia Lohmann will
be demonstrating her Kelp
Project, which is on show at
the icon experiment. Based
on research conducted on a

residency in Sapporo,
Japan, Lohmann has set
up a kelp workshop in
which she will build lights
from this marine plant.

3-4pm

The Architecture Debate
Alejandro Zaera Polo
Foreign Office Architects
versus
Patrick Lynch
Lynch Architects

The motion in this debate is
“Glass buildings are dead”,
a hot topic in contemporary
architecture. New policies
driven by the quest for
sustainable buildings are

making glass boxes and
towers increasingly
irrelevant, the argument
goes, and sounding the
death knell of modernism’s
favourite material.

4-5pm

Atelier Ted Noten
Chew Your Brooch

The audience will be invited
to create their own design
by chewing on a piece of
Wrigley’s. With a little help
from the chewing gum
Noten hands out, everybody
can become a jewellery
designer simply by chewing
the gooey substance into a

shape. A jury including
Noten will be judging the
contestants. At the end of
the day the prize winners
will be announced: first
prize will get their creation
in 14K solid gold, second
prize in silver and third
prize in bronze.
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If you’re very happy, it gives you a small amount of ice cream.

100 surprising hybrids.

than the time itself.

This schedule is subject to change.

If you’re miserable it gives you lots.

pixellated puddles.

Tuesday 6 May
11am

Stuart Haygarth will be
threading together
hundreds of pairs of
Ray-Ban glasses to create
one of his trademark
chandeliers on-site

Wednesday 7 May
11am

Live performance from
Martino Gamper involving
a classic design piece
and a giant saw…

Thursday 8 May
11am

A chance to watch
Juilia Lohmann in action
with her kelp workshop,
creating lighting pieces
from seaweed dried
during the exhibition

Outside the icon day theatre
Three Royal College of Art students will be performing outside
the theatre as part of icon day. Dash Macdonald will be on remotecontrolled roller skates, putting the control in the hands of visitors
to see just how far they will push him. Clemence Seilles will be
making furniture live on demand; you choose whether you want
something made in one minute, two, three... up to eight minutes.
Demitrios Kargotis will be operating his Dr Whippy ice cream

